## Agenda - Scientific Retreat
Co-sponsored by UCLA RCMAR/CHIME & UCLA CTSI

**Monday, October 21, 2019, 8:00 am – 5:00 pm**
UCLA Faculty Center – California Room

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00-8:15 am</td>
<td>Registration and Breakfast Reception</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:15-8:30 am | **Welcome Remarks and Introductions**
Carol M. Mangione, MD, MSPH, Co-Director and Co-Principal Investigator of RCMAR/CHIME, Chief and Professor of Medicine, UCLA Division of General Internal Medicine and Health Services Research |
| 8:30-9:30 am | **Overview of NIA’s Priorities regarding Minority Aging Research and Funding for Early Career Minority Faculty**
Shahrooz Vahedi, PhD, Health Science Administrator (Training Officer), Division of Extramural Activities, National Institute on Aging |
| 9:30-9:50 am | Break                                                                                      |
| 9:50-10:50 am | **Keynote Presentation – Title TBA**
Chandra Ford, PhD, Associate Professor, Department of Community Health Sciences; Director, Center for the Study of Racism, Social Justice & Health, UCLA Fielding School of Public Health |
| 10:50-12:10 pm | **Podium Presentations**
Current scholars 2019-20 (10 min presentation, 10 min Q&A) |
| 10:50-11:10 am | **Neighborhood characteristics, perceptions, and obesity among the minority elderly: Evidence from California**
Anna Choi, PhD, MPP, James Q Wilson Visiting Professor, Pepperdine University School of Public Policy |
| 11:10-11:30 am | **Beliefs and Attitudes About Sleep Problems Among Older Korean Immigrants**
Yeonsu Song PhD, RN, Assistant Professor, UCLA School of Nursing |
11:30-11:50 am
Social Perceptions on Neuroimaging Markers of Alzheimer’s Disease among Older Latino/a Adults
Mirella Diaz Santos, PhD, Adjunct Assistant Professor, UCLA Department of Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences

11:50-12:10 pm
Mental Health Care and Service Utilization among Aging Refugees
Hafifa Shabaik, PhD, MSN, RN, UCLA National Clinician Scholar

12:10-1:10 pm
Networking Lunch

1:10-2:00 pm
Panel Discussion - *Challenges and Skills Development for Minority Faculty*

The promotion process and the importance of knowing expectations and criteria for promotion

Keith Norris, MD, PhD, Co-Director of RCMAR/CHIME Research and Education Core, Professor of Medicine, UCLA Division of General Internal Medicine and Health Services Research

Time management and high value activities while pre-tenure

Kenrik Duru, MD, MS, Co-Director and Co-Principal Investigator of RCMAR/CHIME, Professor of Medicine, UCLA Division of General Internal Medicine and Health Services Research

Discussion

2:00-4:00 pm
Writing Workshop
3-4 groups of mentors and writers review 2 writing documents over 2 hours
Writing samples must submitted to CHIME by Oct 4 for distribution to reviewers by Oct 7. Information about groups is forthcoming.

4:00-4:15 pm
Adjournment of Scientific Retreat

**RCMAR/CHIME**: The Resource Center for Minority Aging Research/Center for Health Improvement of Minority Elderly is funded by National Institutes of Health (NIH), National Institute on Aging; (NIA) Grant #P30-AG021684: [http://chime.med.ucla.edu](http://chime.med.ucla.edu)

**CTSI**: UCLA Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI) is funded by the NIH, National Center for Advancing Translational Science (NCATS) Grant #UL1-TR001881: [http://www.ctsi.ucla.edu/](http://www.ctsi.ucla.edu/). This conference has received support from the NIH NCATS UCLA CTSI Grant Number UL1TR001881.